1969 z50

The Honda Z50A is a motorcycle produced by Honda from to The Z50A was the second
generation of Honda Z-series mini bikes. In Honda introduced two bikes that would have long
term impacts for the company, at the beginning of the year they introduced the Honda Z50A and
at the very end of the year they introduced the Honda CBK. The Z50A was the polar opposite of
the CB the CB was the largest displacement bike available from Honda in , while at 49cc the Z50
was among the smallest. The Z50A was one of the longest continuously produced machines
remaining in production until though in the form of the Z50J. In , the Z50A was the first of the
Z50 series to be released to the American market. Upon its release this bike was considered to
be a significant leap in technology in comparison to other mini bikes on the market at the time.
In the company sold more than 70, Z50s. Honda was great at capitalizing on emerging trends
and the Z50 as well as its predecessors such as the Trail 50 and the Scrambler series were
perfect examples. It was launched during the height of the late s minibike boom, which had
begun with the advent of lawnmower-powered kits from companies like Fox and Taco, that
advertised in the back of magazines. Honda made sure to equip the Z50 with folding handlebars
and small wheels, so that the bike was ultra-portable and could easily be stowed in the trunk of
a car, under the seat in a motorhome, or below deck on a sailboat. With its ultra-reliable
four-stroke , overhead cam single and front and rear drum brakes , put it light years ahead of
the Tecumseh-powered competition when it came to build quality and sophistication. From
CycleChaos. Honda Z50A Manufacturer Honda. Western Power Sports. Honda Motorcycles.
MotorBooks International. Retrieved 9 December This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related
article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need
help. Categories : Minibike motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s motorcycles s
motorcycles Dual purpose motorcycles 50cc displacement motorcycles 50cc 4-stroke
motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 4-stroke motorcycles 4-stroke
motorcycles Honda Z series. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This
page was last edited on 23 November , at This bike is original, never left the showroom floor,
and it never had a drop of gas put in it. It is perfect condition stored in a climate controlled
office its entire life. Offers and Trades consideredAll major credit cards accepted6 Mon.
Recently refreshed lots of new parts. Motor 70cc and clutch recently rebuilt, three speed
automatic. Runs great. Moving forces sale. Cash no trades, offers only excepted in person. New
tires. Runs and drives. New tires and tubes. Bill of sale only. Exceptionally clean hot rod Z Very
desirable Hardtail. The engine has been upgraded to a cc with a clutched 4-speed transmission.
Very strong and fast. Other than the frame, everything on the bike is basically new. The pictures
tell the story. They were taken yesterday. Bike runs great and has the original engine
untouched. From what I can tell has never been rebuilt. To many new parts to list on the bike.
See pics attached. If you have specific questions I will be happy to answer them for you. Title is
in the works. But delayed due. Fully restored. Hard to find and it is definitely a head turner. If the
ad is still up, it is still available. Call or text thank you50 Z50R z50a z50j z50m zb50 minitrail ct70
ct 70 Ct70h 70h mr mr50 Elsinore xr75 xr 75 restoration original crr cr Very reliable engine, has
been tested to run perfectly once a week or so while the rest of the bike came together. This
bike is a classic, painted bomber blue from WWII. Willing to negotiate a bit on price but a lot of
effort and money went into rebuilding this beaut. Powder coated frame, polished hubs, new
street tires. Lights run directly from battery. No Title. All original. Runs and drives but is a little
hard to start sometimes. If ad is up item is still available. Don't wast my time and I won't waste
yours thanks. Yes, it has a good clear Ohio title and runs. Smokes a bit and leaks oil but great
one to restore. Has headlight but no tail light. Leave a phone number if interested. The chromed
one was also a '69 and was even more rough. These are worth restoring, easy to find parts for,
and rarely have titles. Come see. This bike is a steal They can be former 1 vehicles that have
been driven or have aged. Seasoned observers will have to look closely for flaws, but will be
able to find some not seen by the general public. The paint, chrome, gla. I am selling a Honda
z50 Mini trail. It has been fully restored and the engine has been rebuilt including a new top end.
It has many new parts on it including seat, tires and tubes, cables, grips, levers, chain, new
headlight and tailight, new carburetor and new graphics. It runs great. These classic mini trails
are very collectible and only going up in value. It is a beautiful motorcycle. Louis, MO 1. Price:
Contact Us. City: Medford, OR. Posted: 1 week ago. City: Siskiyou County, CA. Posted: 3 weeks
ago. City: Klamath Falls, OR. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Oregon Coast, OR. City: Humboldt, CA.
City: Roseburg, OR. City: Los Angeles, CA. Posted: 2 months ago. City: Pueblo, CO. City: Fort
Collins, CO. City: Scottsbluff, NE. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Eastern Colorado, CO. City: North
Platte, NE. City: Rocky Mountains, CO. Posted: 5 months ago. City: Orlando, FL. Posted: 8
months ago. City: Raleigh, NC. Posted: 10 months ago. City: Inland Empire, CA. City: Austin,
TX. City: St. Louis, MO. Posted: 11 months ago. City: Flint, MI. Posted: 1 year ago. City:
Cleveland, OH. City: Milwaukee, WI. Make Other Makes. Nice z50 I bought from a man in N. Make

Honda. This offering is for a pair of Honda Mini Trail 50s. They are both first year bikes, KO and
K1 and are in mint condition. The is the early silver tag and is great for a game room or a
collector, very nostalgic. The one without the light package is the KO and the one with the light
package is the K1. Both have been used as office art for years and are currently on display and
Classic Cycles, Inc. As they have been used for office art for years, they are not currently
registered and there are no titles, just a bill of sale is available. If you have specific questions or
would like to request more pictures please email me or contact Tony Dunn, the owner of Classic
Cycles, at Note these bike are really nice. This is not a desperation sale. Serious Honda lovers
only please, no low ball offers. Model Z Up for sale is a Honda z50 mini trail. Its all original and
unrestored. Nothing has been detailed or touched up. Runs excellent. Starts with one kick. It
has been kept in my climate controlled basement. Bought it three years ago from the original
owner. Everything works as it should. Hi an lo beam lights working all brakes work. Shifts great.
Original battery still present. Tank is in great shape has couple small dings from bars hitting it.
No rust inside of tank. Seat is excellent shape, free of rips or tears. Overall has its patina-some
wear on paint and scratches here and there. No dryrot on the tires. No leaks and or weird noises
from tank or engine. It will come with a bill of sale. I have the right to end auction early. I will
ship at the buyers expense. I can be reached at Thanks Neil. Chrome has some pitting. Some
touch up marks on paint , scratches , etc. Stored in a basement for many years. Original
condition, not perfect , but nice for the age. This bike runs excellent , all gears , clutch , and
lights work properly. Nice original example of a Z50 mini bike. Buyer is responsible for all
shipping charges. Original - not restored. Runs, but could use a tune up. Highly collectible. Bill
of sale only. Model Z50A K1. Bike is a good starter for a restore project. No title will provide bill
of sale. Engine turns over. Tank is in ok shape could probably be saved. You see what you get
in pictures. Exhaust muffler is rusted out. I will box and ship in pieces via fedex at buyers
expense. The shipping cost will be determined then. Otherwise I will meet the buyer or shipping
company in Salisbury Maryland. Sold as is where is. Various mini trail bikes for sale and some
parts. Ask for Brian. Happy Holidays! Model Z50A. Mfg: Honda LTD. Model: Z50A. Production
No: Motor: 49cc. Weight: 85 Lbs. Tire Size: 3. Thanks For Looking. Model CT. Approximently 50
miles since restoration. This is a restored bike that has survived 47 years and is now near
perfect condition. It has been repainted in the beautiful Candy Ruby red color that was only
available on the 3 speed model. This Silver Tag KO model is sought after by both collectors and
fans a like. It still has some of the early features only indicative to the Silver Tag bike. Black
backed horn, speedometer , frame with wiring hole in rear, black plastic levers and one piece
points cover. New decals and side badges along with the chrome strip on the frame were then
added. Seat hinge and tank cover were painted gloss black. Battery box, many of the 8 bolts and
all bare metal parts were re-zinced. New CHP replica seat, carb, rear shocks, handle bars ,
cables, black levers, engine cradle, rear brake pedal and hardware. New OEM fenders, grips and
throttle assembly and taillight lens. New front fork extensions, fork guides, boots and slides.
Foot peg and kick stand assembly were painted in semi gloss black and new springs, bearings
and pivot pins were added. The engine was completely disassembled, cleaned and all parts
checked and warn parts replaced. New jug, piston, rings, new aftermarket head and kick shaft.
Complete new exhaust, chain, wire harness, ignition that has two keys, battery and foot brake
switch. Headlight high beam and speedo lights all work as intended. I believe this bike will make
any collector or enthusiast proud. This bike though near perfect does have minor flaws here
and their. Please inspect all the pictures and ask any questions you may have before bidding.
Final payment: May be paid via Paypal if the buyer pays the Paypal fees. Will also take cash in
person, cashiers check from major US bank or wire transfer from major US bank. The bike will
only be released once all funds have cleared. Shipping: The bike will only be sold to a buyer in
the continental 48 US states. It is the buyers responsibility to arrange and pay all fees
associated with shipping. I will assist in whatever reasonable way I can with your shipper. I am
listing a few off road vehicles to sell which is why I love the 'buy it now' with 'best offer' option
format. If you are interested Check my other auctions for a few other motorcycles I will be
listing. For sale is this amazing original Honda Z50 minitrail in rare mexican yellow. The only
parts on the bike that are not original are the brake levers, kick stand, and battery. It starts in a
kick or two, runs and rides as good as it looks and doesn't burn or leak a drop of anything. The
lights and switches all work as they should. The gas tank is in great condition but has some
staining on the left side. I cannot find an imperfection in the seat and it still has its original tool
kit safely strapped beneath. Included in the sale is the bike as pictured, 3 keys, tool kit, and
notarized bill of sale. I do not get involved with shipping, crating, or payment plans. If you need
it shipped or financed please have the logistics sorted out prior to bidding. Any potential buyer
with less than 10 positive feedback, please contact me before bidding. Failure to do so will
result in bid cancellation and and blockage from future auctions. This auction is for a Honda Z

This bike is powered by a totally rebuilt CT70H 4 speed manual clutch motor. This bike has one
of the coolest paint jobs I've ever seen on a mini bike. The color combination is awesome and
the pin striping is really cool. The custom airbrushed 50's Diner theme on the tank is unreal.
Must be seen to fully appreciate the depth and detail of the mural. This bike has a title and can
be registered. This bike is listed locally and I reserve the right to end this listing early. Check my
other listings to see my other bikes for sale. Please 'call' Scott at with questions. I have a Honda
Z50 for sale. I got this bike from the original owner who has it since he was a kid. The bike has
sat for about a year but kicks over with good compression and has spark will fire but probably
just needs carb cleaned. Gas tank is very clean. Key is still with the bike. Nice little surviver.
Please email or call with questions This bike has been taken completely down to the frame,
repainted, plated and polished and would be a great gift for Dad or Son or make a wonderful
addition to that Man Cave or Office, its a great conversation piece. All parts have been restored
or replaced with the correct factory originals where possible. No expense has been spared to
bring it back to its former glory. All electrical bulbs, switches, battery, etc. New tires, seat,
levers, peg rubbers, shift lever, taillight bracket and light assembly, emblems, all decals, the list
goes on and on, too much to list here. The handlebars are factory original and are straight, but
there are some very small scuffs in the chrome surface. Completely repainted with automotive
paint and then clear coat two stage. It is not the correct factory yellow, but you would be hard
pressed to see a difference and the yellow really pops with the clear. All fasteners, hardware,
brackets, etc. It runs great, no smoke or leaks. All engine covers have been painted and
polished where needed. This is not just another dressed up Z50, a lot of time and effort has
been put into this restoration. Ebay made me list something for a title, so I did list it as a "clear"
title, but this bike does not have a title. The state of Utah will not issue a title for an off-road
vehicle of this age. Your state may be different so check with your DMV. I will provide a Bill of
Sale. I am sure I have not covered everything here so pleas
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e be sure to ask any questions before buying, if I can think of anything else I will add it. I am
willing to take any additional photos that may be needed and will answer all question quickly
and honestly. Be sure to look over all photos carefully and again ask any questions. The buyer
will be responsible for all shipping costs and arrangements. I am willing to crate if needed, but
at an additional cost. Baton Rouge, LA. Coconut Creek, FL. Fort Rice, ND. Greenwood, IN. South
Kingstown, RI. Eau Gallie, FL. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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